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Annual number of data breaches and exposed 
records in the US from 2005 - 2017



Source:  https://finviz.com/map.ashx

Data Analytics Across Markets and Industries



The Policyholder Journey

* Source:  http://www.bain.com/publications/articles/customer-behavior-loyalty-in-insurance-global-2017.aspx
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Vice President, MIB



MIB Data
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Data Classification
MIB requirements drive the data classification 

• Regulatory (HIPAA, FACTA/FCRA, State Data Privacy Laws, 
Country Laws)

• Contractual: Master Service Agreements (MSA’s), Business 
Associate Agreements (BAA’s), Privacy and Confidentiality 
Agreements, MIB Services’ (Cross Check, HRID) Agreements

• MIB company decisions (payroll)

Data Classification drives the protection requirements



Data Classification
• Consumer-Protected Data
• Company-Protected Information 

• Confidential Information
• Proprietary Information

• Public Information



Certifications

NIST

HITRUST

COBIT

ISO 27001

SOC 2
One integrated 
internal 
control report 
addressing
key regulatory 
risks



Data Handling
Data access

Data coordination



Data Enrichment

Enriched
• SSN
• Product Type
• Line of Business
• Face Amount
• Currency Type

Historic
• First Name
• Last Name
• MI
• DOB
• Residence
• Place of Birth



Data Analytics

Examples
• MIB Life Index
• Impairment Trends
• ReSHIP
• MIDAS



Genevra Pflaum 
AVP, Client Data
Data Analytics – One Source of the Truth



Multiple Sources

The Reinsurance Voice from Above
I need seriatim premiums and claims for the past 5 years for 
these 30 treaties.  I need to know which are Fac, which are Joint, 
which are Conversions and which have reached Attained Age 85.

Treaty A
Treaty B
Treaty C
Treaty D
Treaty E
Treaty F
Treaty G
Treaty H
Treaty I
Treaty J
Treaty K
Treaty L
Treaty M
Treaty N
Treaty XYZ

And I need it yesterday!



Multiple Sources

RPT2 RPT3 RPT4 RPT5RPT1

DS1 DS3 DS7DS5



Multiple Sources

I hear you’re working on 
the data for  “The 

Reinsurance Voice from 
Above”.  Remember that 
Treaty XYZ is incorrect in 

DataSource 7!

OH NO!!



Multiple Sources



One Source
Data Warehouse
• is a central repository of integrated data from one or more disparate sources. 

It stores current and historical data in one single place.
• Sounds great!
• Getting there as an organization takes some work…



One Source
Recommendation
• Form a data experts group with stakeholders from all the areas that would 

utilize the data warehouse
• agree on mappings
• meet regularly
• document

• Have dedicated IT support



Examples of Inputs
• Standardized:

• client inforce data files
• validated client transaction files/premiums
• client claim files
• client reported reserve files
• accelerated underwriting data
• pricing data 

• Actuarial treaty level mapping
• Administration system policies/detail and retro cessions 
• Claims and Retro Claims 
• Other?



Examples of Outputs
• Data used for Modeling
• Valuation for reserving information
• Experience Study data
• Corporate Retention
• Large Claims 
• Premium validations data
• Cash flow analysis (treaty profitability)
• New business monitoring
• Any special look at the data, e.g. PLT analysis
• Any request from the Reinsurance Voice from Above



Benefits of One Source
Benefit Description 

Maximize Resource 
Utilization and 
Effectiveness

• Moving data validation and cleansing activities out of business processes allows for individuals to focus 
on core job activities. 

Process Optimization / 
Efficiency 

• Capture and automate one-off data transformation / enrichment activities in a consumption-ready 
source defined by a common and consistent standard representing the single version of seriatim data. 

• Business rules used to derive data would be applied once and used by many adding consistency to our 
processes.  

• Reduces process redundancies (e.g., ad hoc reconciliations) 
• Provide stability to data analytic processes 

Data Availability 
• Enhance data availability for key processes.  Moving from a process where data is validated when 

needed by data set to a process where data is constantly maintained in order to always present the 
latest version without involving manual intervention. 

Competitiveness • Enhances the ability to consistently deliver studies and reports in a timely manner.

Earnings Anlaysis • Enables improved alignment between earnings, pricing and experience studies.

Audit • Potential reduction in audit pain points surrounding reconciling disparate data sets



Overview

Warren Habib
Chief Technology Officer



What is Everplans?
A life and legacy platform created to help people securely store, 
organize and share their most important information with the 

people they care about most. 

An Everplan can include wills, life insurance policies, healthcare 
directives, online accounts, and other critical household 

information that oftentimes goes undocumented and unmentioned 
when families need it most. 



Smart, Guided Vault

Everplans includes 29 
sections across the 
following 6 categories:

• My Life
• Health and Medical
• Financial
• Legal
• Eldercare
• After I’m gone



Ongoing Guidance

Everplans helps to hold the 
user’s hand guiding them 
through each section 
encouraging them throughout 
the process.



Ongoing Guidance

Within each section 
users can find general 
education on each life 
and legacy planning 
topic



Inside the Everplan

Users can enter as much or as little 
information as they want, and can 
choose to drag and drop or upload 
copies of files directly from their 
computer.



Insights & Analytics

How does Everplans approach data?

• Everplans is HIPAA-compliant, SOC-2 certified 
• All information is encrypted at rest (several ways!) and in motion
• Data is owned by the user and can only be seen by the user and those they 

explicitly designate

We use metadata in two ways

• In aggregate, to help provide recommendations on what you might want to 
complete next in your plan based on what people in similar circumstances do

• Individually, to identify gaps in your planning and offer opportunities to fill those 
gaps



Onboarding

During onboarding we 
take the first few simple 
steps to help figure out 
where a user has a gap 
in their planning



Filling the Gap

Let users opt in to an experience to shop 
for insurance and get their permission to 
use their data to improve it



Thank You



Q&A Discussion



Conclusion 

Could the future insurer be a…

How will you rebrand?

Life Coach

Personal Trainer

Driving Instructor

Business Consultant 
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